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 All RPE detachment lesion in SD-OCT showed little or no change in autofluo

rescence pattern. Five of seven eyes with RPE humps in SD-OCT showed hy

per-fluorescence in FAF. All of eyes with defect or change of reflective line r

epresenting IS/OS junction in SD-OCT correlated with hyper-fluorescence in 

FAF. Seven of nine eyes with persistent SRD showed specific ring shape hyp

er-fluorescence in FAF, five eyes with photoreceptor OS elongation within SR

D showed granular type of hyper-fluorescence within ring shape hyper-fluore

scence in FAF.

 In chronic CSCR, RPE humps, the lesion IS/OS junction defect, the border

 of SRD, photoreceptor OS elongation in SD-OCT correlate with hyper-fluo

rescence lesion in FAF. The areas of the autofluorescence change in FAF i

mage are associated with the extent of changes of the RPE and outer retin

a.

Figure1. Fundus a

utofluorescence  (

FAF) image classi

fication.  
(A) iso-FAF, (B) hypo

-FAF, (C) hyper-FAF. 

Figure 2. Relation between altering outer retina on SD- OCT and FAF image

Figure 3. Patient with 16 months of history of CSC in the left eye
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(A) Fundus autofluorescent image (

FAF), presenting with diffuse hyper

-fluorescence at superior temporal

 area of macula (white arrow area),

  normal perifoveral intensity (red a

rrow area) ; (B) Fluorescene angio

graphy showing several dots spots 

of leakage with window defect ; (C

) the SD-OCT raster scan image, e

xhibiting semicircular PED (red arro

w) with continuation of the IS/OS p

hotoreceptor junction line; (D) the 

SD-OCT raster scan image, showi

ng the RPE humps (white arrow).

 Chronic central serous chorioretinopathy (CSCR)  is characterized by a 

persistent or recurrent serous retinal detachment (SRD) with multifocal or 

diffuse  retinal pigment epithelium (PRE) dysfunction.  Spectral-domain 

optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) shows the changes of the outer 

retina and  RPE layer including SRD, inner segment/ outer segment (IS/OS) 

junction line defect, elongated photoreceptor OS,  pigment epithelial 

detachment (PED), small protrusion of RPE in eyes with chronic CSCR.  

Prolonged fluid retains in the subretinal space and below RPE space can 

alter the metabolic activity of RPE and photoreceptor, fundus 

autofluorescence (FAF) image may provide the change of AF intensity. 

 In this study, we document the structural alternation of the outer retinal 

layers in SD-OCT and  AF change in FAF image in eyes with chronic CSCR.

Outer Retinal Layer Alternations in Chronic Central Serous Chorioretinopathy:  Spec

tral Domain-OCT and Fundus Autofluorescence Findings 

DESIGN: Retrospective observational case series.

PARTICIPANTs: Seventeen eyes of fifteen patients of the chronic CSCR from 

January of 2014 to March of 2015 with at least 6 months of follow-up with no

n surgical history were enrolled.

METHODs: Patients were imaged SD-OCT and FAF. Morphologic alterations i

n RPE layer, the photoreceptor IS/OS junction layer, outer retina were evaluat

ed by Spectralis HRA® SD-OCT (Heidelberg engineering, Heidelberg, German

y). The FAF (488nm) images were obtained by confocal scanning laser  opht

halmoscope system with Heidelberg Retina Angiogram®  using a view mode 

of 30°.

MAIN OUTCOME MEASUREs: Consequent horizontal OCT scans demonstrate

 PED area as red arrow, RPE hump area as white arrow, SRD area as blue arr

ow, IS/OS defect area as yellow arrow, OS elongation part as yellow arrowhe

ad. FAF were described distribution patterns of retinal AF compared to background A

F as hyper-AF (>10 units difference) , hypo-AF (>10 units difference), iso-AF (0~10 u

nit difference).  After tomographic alignment of FAF intensities with OCT findin

g, we analyzed and assessed the alteration of the outer retinal layers and the

 characteristics of retinal FAF.

Figure 4. Patient with 11 months of history of CSC in the right eye

(A) FAF, presenting ring- shaped 

hyper-fluorescence (blue arrow) e

specially more hyperfluorescence 

at the bottom of macular area (*); 

(B) FAG, window defect at macula

r area with hyper fluorescence; (C)

 SD-OCT raster scan image, exhib

iting SRD (blue arrow) with elongat

ion of photoreceptor outer segme

nts (yellow arrowhead); (D) SD-O

CT raster scan image, showing ac

cumulation of photo-sensitive mat

erials at the bottom of SRD (*)

FAF = Fundus autofluorescence; SD OCT = Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography; PED = Pigme
nt epithelial detachment; RPE hump = Retinal pigment epithelium hump; IS/OS defect = Inner and outer phot
oreceptor segment defect; SRD = Serous retinal detachment; OS elongation = Outer photo receptor segmen
t elongation.


